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The algorithm here constructed for the Rota straightening fcbrnxla is a combination of sorting 
techniques and of algebraic methods closely related to the Rutherford-Young Natural rep- 
resentation of the Symmetric group. 
Characterization of invariant forms led Rota to introduce the notions of 
bitableau and bideterminant, and to construct a remarkable basis of the algebra of 
invariant forms. The elements of that basis are the so-called standard bidetermin- 
ants. Each of them is associated with a standard bitableau. The s@aJghtening 
fomula essentially says that every form is a linear combination with integral 
coefficients of standard Ibideterminants. The coefficients of this formula-below 
referred as straightening coefficients-can be calculated by means of the Capelli 
operators. I-Iowever, nc. effective algorithm has ever been proposed to achieve the 
calculations. It is the purpose of this paper to make up one. 
The algorithm is a combination of an algebraic method developed by Ruther- 
ford in the case of single tableaux, and also of a classical sorting technique dear to 
computer scientists (see Lemma 1 below). 
Tables of straightening coefficients up to order 5 have been published in the 
appendix of [2]. a 
2. standardization 
J-et (A) = (A,, . . . , hp) be a partition of the integer n; that is, (A) is a finite 
sequence of positive integers with 
The shape of (A) is denoted by (A”,; it is the set of integral points (i, j) in the plane 
with l~jsp and lsi<Aj. 
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AY~ung tableau (or simply a tableau) of shape (A) with values in the set E is a 
mapping of the shape (A) into EC For example, T,, T2, 7’3 and 17’~ are Young 
%Mcaux of shape (4,3,3,2,1) with integral values: 
4 4 4 4 
34 34 34 34 
T, = 1 2 5 , &r-=1 3 2 , T,=l 2 3 9 7b=2 3 4 
213 213 123 123 
3234 3254 2345 1235 
A Young tableau is row-injectiue if no entry is repeated Zir any of its rows. If E 
is a totally ordered set (which is always the case in this paper), a Young tableau is 
nsrmtij if the entries in each row are increasing from left to right; this tableau is 
stun&.-d if it is normal and if the entries in each column are nondecreasing from 
bottom to top. In the previous example, TI is not row-injective, while T2, T3 and 
7; are row-injective; moreover T3 is normal and T4 is standard. 
If T is J tableau, let us denote by “T the tableau obtained from T by writing 
the entries in each column in nondecreasing order. If T is row-injective, 
rewriting the entries in each row in increasing order yields a normal tableau, 
catted thle normalized of T and denoted by RT. 
Lemma 1. Let T be u row-injectiue tableau. Then the tableau C(RT) is standard. 
It is equivalent to prove that when T is normal so is the tableau ‘% 
First, assume that 7”’ is a rectangular tableau with p rows and 4 columns. We 
shall construct by induction a sequence of rectangular tableaux 
which differ from T only by the order of their entries in each column. Moreover, 
these tableaux satisfy the following two properties: 
(i) for 1 s k s q, the entries of the Grst k columns of Tikf are nondecreasing 
upwards; 
(ii) for 0~ k ~q, the tableau T’j:’ is normal. 
If such a sequence is constructed, the tableau Tfq’ is normal by (ii); as 7”” and 
‘.T are identical, the proof of the lemma ig; achieved when T is rectangular. 
We define by tiF/ the entry in row i sd column i of T”“. 
The first step of the induction is the construction of T’“‘: choose a permutation 
u that satisfies 
at in general such a permutation is not unique.) Then define 
t rlr 
1. I = L. f for 1 S&p and I +Gc+ 
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Except for the order, the rows of 7’(l) are identical to the rows of T, so that T”’ is 
normal. Consequently, it satisfies properties (i) and (ii). 
Now suppose T (‘I has been constructed. In the next step a classics1 and simple 
sorting algorithm will be used: let u = (aI, a2, a l , , u,,) be a given sequence of 
elements of a totally ordered set. Choose, if possible, two entries u1 and 4i.,~l such 
that a, > Q~+ 1, Then transpose these entries and call the new sequence 
Repeat this with u’ instead of LL After a finite number of su& operations, the 
resulting sequence is in increasing order. 
If column k f 1 of ‘ftk) is already in nondecreasing order, define ‘Pk + I’ = ‘Fkb. 
If this column is not in nondecreasing order, there exists an index u such that 
t ik) u.k+l >t:k:I.k+l* We define a tableau T’ by its entries: 
t;, j = t’i;j if i#u, i#u+l and l~j~q; 
The tableau T’ differs from Ttk’ only in rows u and u + 1: 
. . . . . . . 
'(k) 
T'= 
i(k) 
u+l.l l * 
. i(k) :tkJ 
u+l.k tu,k+l l l %,, 
t'k' 
u. 1 
. . . ?'k' 
.u. k 
t'k' t'k' 
. . u+l.k+l "* .u+l,q 0 . , . . . , . 
As Tfk) is normal, and by hypothesis tLkjl, k+l C tkk;)k+l, the entries in row u + ! 
of T’ art: increasing. On the other hand, the following inequalities hold: 
and 
(since Fk’ satisfies (i)) 
Thus we have proved that the entries are increasing in row u of T’. Then T’ 
satisfies properties (i) and (ii). In the construction of Ttkfl) we now use T’ instead 
of TCk). After a finite number of such steps, by using the above mentioned sorting 
argument, column k + 1 of the resulting tableau is properly ordered. This last 
tableau is called Tfk+‘). 
The lemma is proved provided T is rectangular. 
NOW suppose that T is a normal tableau of shape (hj = (A,, . . . ., A& Let us 
aL$umt: that the entries of T are natural numbtrs, and let s be the greatest 
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number in T. We define the rectangular tableau U by 
U* ‘=ti,j 1. J if Wisp and lsjs&; 
ui. 1 =s+j if l<isp and Xi+lsjsA,: 
Clearly U is normal and the entries greater than s are in the same places in U 
and ‘%J. In other words, to reorder the columns of U, we just need to reorder the 
columns of T, so that CT is a part of the normal tableau %. Consequently CT is 
normal. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
The following definition is then justified: when T is k*ow-injective, the tableau 
C(aT) is called the standardized of T; it is denoted by ‘T. 
3. The coefkients g 
We begin this section by a notation. Let T be a row-injective tableau. The row i 
of the normalized RT of T is the image of the corresponding row of T under the 
action of a permutation 0,. The product ni (-l)“i of the signatures of all these 
permutations i  denoted by v(T). 
Let T, and T2 be two tableaux of the same shape (A) and same content (that is, 
the number of occurrences of any given element is the same in Tl and T2). 
Suppose that T, is normal and T2 is standard. If at least one row-injective tableau 
T exists with the property that RT= T1 and CT = T2, then define the coefficient 6 
of T, and T2 by 
If no such a tableau exists, let 
W,, TJ =O. 
ExampIe. Suppose 
23 34 
T,==2 3 4 and T2=2 3 4. 
134 123 
Three tableaux T can be found such tha,: RT = T, and CT= T2: 
32 32 23 
T=2 4 3; T’=2 3 4; ?I’=3 2 4. 
134 143 143 
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Each of these !ableaux differs from TX by two transpositions. Hence we have 
v(T) = v(T’) = v(T”) = 1, and finally r( T1, T2) = 3. If we now take 
13 
u=2 3 4, 
234 
we find two tableaux such that RT = U and CT = T,, namely 
13 13 
3 2 4 and 2 4 3. 
243 324 
Thus r( u, TJ = 2. 
Let us assign a total order on the tableaux of same shape and content. 
Associate with the tableau T the sequence (tll, t,,, . . . , t12, tz2, . . .) obtained by 
reading off its entries successively in each column upwards. The tableaux are 
then ordered according to the lexicographical order of their associated column 
sequences. 
Example. For the tableaux of the preceding example the associated column 
sequences are respectively: 
T1 + &2,2,3,3,3,4,4), 
T2 +a 0,2,3,2,3,4,3,4), 
u 3 (2,2,1,3,3,3,4,4). 
Hence T1 G T+ U. 
Theorem 1. Let Tl be a normal tableau and T2 be a standard tableau of the same 
shape and content. Then 
(i) 4( T1, T2) f 0 implies ‘T, s T2; 
* (ii) c(T,, ‘Tl) = 1. 
Proof. (i) Let T be such that RT = Tl and CT= T2. Let u be the first column 
where T1 and T differ. In column v of T1 let x be the smallest eirtr:f which is not 
in the same place in T. As RT = Tl, this x is replsced in T by an index y from the 
same row, on the right of X. The tableau Tl, is normal so that x C y. The ordered 
columns of T and Tl are identical up to the vth. In column v the ordered indices 
are the same up to a certain index, which is x in CT1 and y in cT. Therefore 
ST * 1 =C’P;&T= T2. 
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(ii) In fact, if T differs from Ti, the existence of such an 
strictly smaller than T2. When T2 =ST1, the:G is evidently 
satisfying the required conditions. This unique tableau is T1, 
v(T,) = 1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. The straightening formulla 
x proves that ‘T1 is 
only one tableau T 
It is normal, so that 
We now apply the preceding rt:ults to Rota’s bideterminants. For every 
question related to this theory, and particularly for the proofs of Theorems 2 and 
3. WC refer to [ 1,2]. We just mention below fundamental definitions and proper- 
tics. 
be a field and let S? = {x,, . . . , x,} and Q = {u,, . . . , I+.,) be two alphabets; 
a is an element of the algebra P of polynomials over K in the np 
indetermkrates (Xi 1 ui). Considering two finite sequences (Xi,, . . . , Xid) and 
Oi,#, l . . , u,,,) of letters from % and % respectively, their inner product 
(xc, ’ ’ ’ xi,, 1 Uj, ’ l ’ Uj,, 1 
is the polynomial in P defined by: 
l s,, ’ a ’ x,,, 1 LI,, l l l llj,, 1 = 1 ( - 1 1” ( Xi,, , 1 ui, 1 l ’ l (xi ,,,, 1 uj,, ) * 
art z,, 
it is an antisymmetric form. 
A biruhleau is a pair ET, T'] of Young tableaux of the same shape, where T 
4 rcsp. T’) has values in S!? (resp. a). This bitableau is normal (resp. standard) if 
both T and T’ are normal (resp. standard). The bideterminant (T 1 T’) is the 
product of the inner pr-oducts of each row of T with the corresponding row in T'; 
it is an ekmcnt of P. By reordering th< entries in each row of T and T’, it is clear 
that l T IT‘) is either zero or, up to a change of sign, the bideterminant of a normal 
hitableau. 
T%earern 2 (The straightening formulti). The bidzterminant of a bitablenu is a 
l&car combination. with inlegal coefficients, of bideterminants of standard bitab- 
Esuu.u of the same or longer shape. 
In fact the straightening coefficients are unique. The standard bideterminants 
form a basis of P. To prove this last result, Rota introduced the Capelli operators. 
Let US consider another algebra of forms, the indeterminates of which are (Si 1 ti), 
~hxe ff = (s,. s2, . . .) and 9 = {t,, tZ, . . .) are two new alphabets. 
up N)SC [Ip: T’? ) is a standard bitabaeau of shape (A). Let h; be the height of the 
I ~6 “mn of T and let a,(l) (resp. $i(I)) be the number of occurrences of 
X, ~rc~~p. u,) in the Cth cohrmn of T (resp. T’). 
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Let [U, U’] be another bitableau with the same content. We denote bg 
C(T, T’)( U 1 U’) the form in the indeterminates (Si 1 tj) which is the sum of the 
bideterminants obtained by substituting in all possible ways letters sI to ai 
letters Xi and letters tl to pi(Z) letters Uj, 1 s I G Al, 1 s i s n, 1 ~j s p. The 
operator C(T, T’) is called the Capelli operator of [T, T’]. 
Theorem 3, Let [T, T’] and [U, U’] be two standard bitableaux of shape (,A) and 
(p) with the same content. Then 
(i) C(T, T’)(T 1 T’)# 0; 
(ii) if (p) is longer than (A), then C(T, T’)( U 1 U’) = 0; 
(iii) if (A) = (p), and if C(T, T’)( U 1 U’)# 0, then [ U5 U’] 
is smaller than [T, T’] in the lexicographical order of their associated column 
sequences. 
The action of Capelli operators on bideterminants of the same shape can be 
expressed by means of the coefficients 6. The results of the preceding sections are 
applied provided the variables are identified with their subscripts. 
Theorem 4. Let [T, T’] be a standard bitableau of shape (A), and let [U, U’] be a 
normal bitableau with the same shape and content. Then 
C( T, T’)( U 1 U’) - t( U, T)c( U’, T’)C(T, T’)( T 1 T’). 
Proof. Let (V 1 V’) be one of the bideterminants of shape (A) which appears as a 
term in the sum C(T, T’)( U I U’). This bideterminant can be zero, in case a letter 
is repeated inside a row. Bf it is not zero, a mere application of the pigeon-hole 
principle shows that the letters sI are to be found in the first & rows of V. In other 
words, if we call (6 I 8’) the bideterminant 
C(T, T’)(T 1 T’) = 
/ 
Sl 
. 
s2 . 
. 
- SA, 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
s1 s2 Sh 
s, 
\ 
s2 . ..s*. 
\ 
t1 
. 
t l l 
2 
. .th 
I 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
t1 t2 fb 
t, t2 **et*, 
we have the relations RV = 8 and RV’ = 8’. As the inner product is an antisym- 
metric form, we obtain the identity 
(v 1 v’) = ~(v)~(v’)(e 1 et). 
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The letterc, of (U 1 U’) replaced by s, are situated in the first & rows of U; they 
are exactly the entries of the Ith column of T. The permutation mapping [O, 6’1 to 
[V, V’], sends a certain bitableau [W, W’] to [U, U’]. It is clear that the bitableau 
[ W, W’:j verifies ER W, R W’] = [U, U’] and [’ W, c W’] = [T, T’]. 
Conversely, from such a bitableau [W, W’] it is possible to find again [V, V’]. 
As v(W) = v(V) and v( W’) = v( V’), we obtain 
C(T, T’)(UI U’)=c (VI V’)=c v(W)v(W’)(B 1 e’), 
where the summation is over all bitableaux [W, W’j such that [“W, R W’] = 
[U, U’] and cc W, c W’] = [T, T’]. This last identity is equivalent \to the required 
fot mula. 
The preceding theorem allows us to calculate the straightening coefficients 
relative to the same shape by means of coefficients 5. 
Suppose the I standald bitableaux of shape (A) are ordered according to the 
lexicographical order of their associated column sequences: 
[T,, T;]s[T,, T’,]s l l . s[T,, T{]. 
Let US write for convensence Ci = C(Ti, T:), ei z e( U, Ti)t( U’, TI) and (ii = 
&q, Tj)&( Ti, Ti). From Theorem 1, the 1 x II matrix 
is triangular with ai;1 diagonal entries equal to 1. 
J3y applyil :g the straightening formula, we have 
Cul u’)= C ai(T 1 T~)+A, 
ISiSi 
where A. is a linear combination of bideterminants of strictly longer shapes than 
(A 1. Remark that all bideterminants Ci( T I Ti) are equal to the same standard 
bidetermiqsnt (0 I 0’). The operator Cj acts as follows 
Ci(U I U’)= C aiCj(T I TJ) 
l<iSl 
since CjA vanishes by Theorem 3(ii)+ By Theorem 4 we can write 
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So we obtain the formula giving the straightening coefficients ai: 
But the matrix 2-l is triangular with l’s on the diagonal and from Theorem 1 
we have & = 0 if [Ti, Ti] c[~ U, c U’] and & = 1 if [Ti, Ti] = [“U, c U’]. This yields 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let [U, U’] be a no.rmal bitableau. Then (“U 1 cU’> is the smallest 
standard bideterminant which appears in the decomposition of (U 1 U’) Moreover, 
its coefficient is 1. 
Example. The bitableaux 
are the only standard bitableaux with this shape and content. It is clear that, in 
order to determine the corresponding matrix E, we just have to calculate the 
coefficient e(T,, T3). In the first example of section 3 we have already determined 
this coefficient: 
S(T,, T3) = 3. 
So we obtain 
Let 
As cU=Tl and cU’=Ti, we have cl = 1. The coefficients [(U, T& := ift i/‘, Ti) 
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have been calculated in the above-mentioned example and found to be 2. Hence 
Finally 
(u 1 u’)=(T, 1 T,‘)-(‘& 1 T;)-(T, 1 T;)-+(T, 1 T;)+A. 
5. The substitution operators 
Let [U, U’] be a bitableau; 
replacing in U the letter Xi by 
!ast bitatJeau can be denoted 
let S(sj, Xi)[ Uq U’] be the bitableau obta’ned by 
Sj whenever it appears. The bideterminant of this 
by S(Sj, Xi)( u 1 W, and the substitution operator 
Sb,, x,) is, of course, a linear operator (we naturally suppose that we have 
extended the algebra P”’ by adjoining such indeterminates as (sj I uk)). Particularly, 
if WI U’,==~ k ak( Tk I TL) is the decomposition of (U U’), then 
Hy means of these operators, the decomposition of any bideterminant can be 
deduced from the decomposition of an injective bidcterminant. Consider a 
hitableau [U, U’] with content 
i.c. the letter -Xi (resp. uj) occws ai (resp. pi) times in U (resp. U’). NOW construct 
an injective bitabieau [V, V’] as follows: 
(11 If 1 s i S n the Xi’s in U are replaced by q distinct letters sQ,+_+. . .+a,_,+k9 
ldaj; fu;-thermore the index of the IOW where the variable sa,+.  .+a,_,+k9 
1 Q k 5. q, occws increases with k. 
(2) The same is done for U’, by lepkacing the Q’S by t&. 
A\ before, in the examples, only the subscripts of the variables are written. 
Exam@e. Let us take 
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The corresponding injective tableau is 
If we know the injective bitableau [V, V’] and the content (CX, @) of [U, U], we 
can reconstruct this last bitableau: by St,, @I we denote the commutative product 
ll ll S(Xi, Sal+. . .+ai_,+j) l-l l-l St49 tf3,+-..+P,_,+d- 
lsi=Sn 1SjSa. I lslsp l=srn=q3 I 
Then [U, U’] = S Ca,s,[ V, V’]. The proof of the following lemma is quite clear. 
Lemma 2. If [T, T’] is a standard injective bitableau, then the bitableau 
s,,. B)[T T’l is either standard or its bideterminant is zero. 
The action of substitution operators on straightening identities involving injec- 
tive bideterminants leads to simiJar identities for non injective bideterminants. 
Example. Let 
The content is then 
b, P) = ((1, 192,n (19 19 29 1)) 
and 
(U I w = s,,, 0) (: : 514: 3). 
Suppose we know the decomposition 
+c 2 3 51; 2 3 J-C 2 3 4; 2 3 4). 
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By applying S,,. @, we find 
the second and the fifth bjdeterminant in the right side of this last identity 
vanish, so that we obtain the straightening decomposition 
6. The adon of pemmtations 
Let (A) be a partition of n and [V, V’] be an injective bitableau of shape (A). A 
permutation BE G, can act in two possible ways: on V or on V’. The tableau V is 
obtained by replacing in V the index i by ai, 1 G i s n. This action can obviously 
be linearly transposed to bideterminants. 
To solve the problem of the decomposition of an injective bideterminant 
V’) we can suppose without loss of generality that V’ is standard: 
to decompose ( V 1 V’) determine c such that aV’ is standard. Then 
Hence 
The role played by both tableaux in a bkkterminarrt is symmetric. Therefore, the 
decomposition of (T I a-ITi) can be deduced from that of (a-‘TI I7’i) (which has 
the required form) by permuting the tabbeaux. 
Let TkX be the greatest standard tabieau of shape (A). We can then restrict 
ourselves to the case where V’ = Tk,, by choosing (T appropriately. Let [V, TnaJ 
be a bitableau of shape (A). From Theorems 1 and 5, the only bideterminants of 
same shape appearing in the decomposition of (V I T&) are the bideterminants 
Tk,J where Ti is greater than ‘V. The coefficients 5 arising are thocy relative 
to tableaux V and 7’i. The corresponding matrix Z . IS exactly that which arises in 
the cla, 4cal theory of the normal representation of the symmetric group, as 
cd by Rutherford. 
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Let then [V, V’] be an injective bitableau of shape (A). By fh denote the 
number of standard injective tableaux of shape (A). If 
and 
(VI TL,)= c a,(T, 1 ‘CxiJ+~ 
lS-iSf* 
( Tmax I c”) = C bi tTynax 1 TI) + B9 
1SiSEf A 
where A and B are linear combinations of strictly longer bideterminants, then, by 
applying a permutation to TA,,, we have 
(VI T’)= 1 ai(T 1 T’)+A’ 
l=SiSf, 
for any injective tableau T’. In particular we have 
and 
(VI V’)= C ai(T I V’)+A’ 
l=Sisf, 
(T I V’)= 2 b,(T I T;)+B’. 
ISjSf, 
Finally 
(VW’)= c nib, ( Ti i T;) + C, 
ISi, jGfA 
where C is a linear combination of strictly longer bideterminants. 
7. The longer shapes 
Suppose we have ordered the &) fLh = n! injective standard bitableaux accord- 
irtg to their length and lexicographically inside each shape. Suppose we know the 
straightening coefficients of (V I V’), a,, a2, up to a,+: 
WlV’)= c 
1 SiSp-1 
ai(Ti 1 T:)+A. 
To determine up, use the Capelli opl2rator Cp = ClT,, TL). As a consequence of 
Theorem 3 we have 
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ug?zpqp 1 7yJ=Cp(V 1 \I’)- c a,Cp(~ 12-i). 
IciSp-1 
Let (c) be the shape of (T, 1 TL). We know that 
/ 
1 
. 2 
. . l 
. . 
. . . 
12 . 
\ 1 2 l -* PI 
1 
. 2 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
12 . 
1 2 
l ** CL11 
(only the subscripts are written). 
In the expansion of this bideterminant there appears the term n,,isp, (Si 1 t$, 
whet-c hi is the height of the ith column of (cc). Its coefficient is 1. This term 
occurs in C,( V I V’) or in C,(T, I T[) only if their normalized consist of two 
identical tableaux. The determination of ap can $0 be reduced to the picking up of 
such bidetcrminants. 
Example. Let us apply the straightening formula to the preceding example. We 
have to straighten the bideterminant 
The hideterminants which appear in the decomposition must have shapes (3,2), 
(4,l) or (5). Those of shape (3,2) can only be bideterminants of the form 
which is the standardized of 
Five tableaux are to be found: 
24 25 34 35 ._I 45 
135’ 1 3 4’ 1 2 5’ 1.2 4 ana 1 2 3’ 
heorem 5 we have 
is 0, as it could be shown by an analogous argument. For the last bideterminant 
qTve obtain 
(:.:2l:ii3)=(1:21:f3!-(::21:~3)+’(::31~~3)~ 
after reduction: 
O=(: ; 31: ; 3)+G 2 3 
I 12 3 ) and G*.=-1. 
Hence 
45 
12 3)-(:;5l;:3)-(;~3K3) 
+A, (*e) 
where A is a linear combinaticn of strictly longer bideterminants. 
Four standard tableaux of shape (4,l) exist: 
2 3 4 5 
1345’ 1245’ 1235 and 12 3 4’ 
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For the next coefficient, apply the Capelli operator of 
[ 25 1 3 4’1 45 2 3 1 : 
(: ; 21: ; 3)=(: ; 21: : 3)+G ; 31: : 3); 
the firss two bideterminants are zero so that a = 0. Do the same for 
[ 34 125’123: 45 1 
65 
G: 31:; 3)=Cf 31:: 3Jfa(i i 31:; 3)’ 
and, after reduction: 
-(: i 3l : g J=u(: i 3( : i 3) and a=--~. 
we now have 
!: t: 51:; 3)=C t: 51;: 3Ht z! Ix: 3)+A* 
The coefficient of 
(::41;1;3) 
We are not concerned by bideterminants whose right tableau is one of the first 
three: their Capelli operators cancel every term in (*). To find our the coefficient 
of 
. t: 3 4 51: 2 3 5)’ 
which is the smallest possible in A, apply to (*) its Capelli operator: 
The term (s, 1 t,)*k2 1 f2)(s3 1 t,)(s, 1 ZJ only appears in 
(: 2341: 234) 
so that a =O. In the same manner the coefficient of 
we obtain, after reduction: 
0=-t: : 41: ; 3)+(: : 41: ; 314: ; 31:: 3) 
+4 2 3 41: 2 3 4). 
The term (s, 1 t,j2(S2 1 t2)(s, 1 tsh 1 t 4) qpears in the last two bideterminants; 
therefore a = 1. 
-(~:,I;‘~3)+(;J235(:23S)+A’ (**) 
The same calcuIation with 
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leads to 
which reduces to 
(: 2” 31: ; 3)=(i ; 31: i 3)+G 2 3 41: 2 3 4); 
consequently a = 0. 
For the bideterminants whose right tableau is 
5 
12 3 4’ 
the same operations can be performed or, more simply permute the 4 and the 5 in 
the right side of every bideterminant of (* *): 
G~51~~3)=(:~51::3>-(:~51~~3) 
-(: : 3 1: ; 3)+(;1 2 3 5 I’: 2 3 4kt* 
After normaliz,tion we have 
(5.~~1;‘:3)=(:t:51::3)-(:~~1~~3) 
-(;; 31;; 3)-(; 2 3 5i: 2 3 4)-A’; 
in A’ no bideterminant whose right side is 
5 
1 2 3 4 occurs. 
We have now: 
Gt:SI;‘:3)=(:~5i”;~3)-G~S~~~3) 
.-(~:3/::3)+~239/:235) 
-t23$234) 
+a(l2345112345). (a**) 
Regarding the coefficient of (1 2 3 4 5 1 1 2 3 4 S), we search for the term 
(x, i u,)(x~ Iu~(x, I em, 1 u,)(x, 1 6) 
which appears in any bideterminant composed of two identical tableaux. The sum 
of the coefficients of the such bideterminants in (* * *) is zero; thus a = 0. 
This concludes the determination of the straightening coefficients. 
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